Kenneth G. Williams

“His mere presence
smashes all myths about
vegans being frail and feeble
in one swift blow and opens
up a whole new way
of looking at
food and fitness.”

Star Power:
Spotlight on
Kenneth Williams

A Personal Credo
I realize that no wealth or possessions can long endure, unless built
upon truth and justice. Therefore, I will engage in no transaction that
does not benefit all whom it affects. I will succeed by attracting myself
the forces I wish to use and the cooperation of other people. I will induce others to serve me because of my willingness to serve others. I will
eliminate hatred, envy, jealousy, selfishness, and cynicism by developing
love for all humanity. I know that a negative attitude towards others
can never bring me success. I will cause others to believe in me because
I will believe in them and in myself. I will sign my name to this formula,
commit it to memory, and repeat it aloud once a day with full faith that
it will gradually influence my thoughts and actions so that I will become
a self-reliant and successful person.

As the world’s first competitive vegan
bodybuilder, Kenneth G. Williams
stands out as a trailblazer who
represents a new breed of athletes that
pursue excellence through an all-natural
combination of healthy eating and
compassionate concern for animals and
the planet.
His uniquely inspiring story of unstoppable
will, unflagging determination to succeed on
his own terms, and record-breaking
achievements in the sports arena put him in a
class by himself. Add to this formula an
easy-going charisma, exceptional good looks,
and a passion for pursuing his dreams, and it
becomes clear that there is, truly, no one else
like Kenneth Williams.
Kenneth’s very persona breaks boundaries
by defying stereotypes of both vegans and
bodybuilders, making him a persuasive
champion for a new symbolic ideal that aligns
the cutting-edge style of a holistic “conscious
athlete” with the proven ability of an accomplished communicator. Whether he’s
priming his muscles on the stage before a panel
of judges, or expertly working the audience at
a gathering of enthusiastic animal advocates,
Kenneth gives his all to everything he puts his
mind to. No matter where he goes or what he
does, Kenneth is an inspirational force for
positive change and unity of purpose.

Myth in the Making:
Then and Now
A former college football player at Cal
State Fullerton, Kenneth was raised in
the belief that he had to eat loads of
meat and other animal products to be
a sports superstar, but that all changed
one day in 2003 when he awoke in the
middle of the night for a power meal,
a typical ritual for an aspiring professional bodybuilder.

Above: Kenneth destroys the myth that
people need to eat meat, dairy and eggs to
build muscle at the Sacramento Bodybuilding
Championships in 2004.
Left: Kenneth graces the premier issue of
Organic Athlete Magazine

As he stared at the chicken breasts he’d laid out
on his plate, Kenneth had a spiritual epiphany
that would change his life forever. “I started
thinking of all the death and destruction taking
place on the planet,” he remembers, “and it
suddenly hit me like a punch in the gut: I was
about to eat food that was derived from the
flesh of animals who had suffered and died, and
that was contributing to world hunger and the
destruction of ecosystems. At that moment, I
became an instant vegan, and I haven’t looked
back since!”

Career Highlights
Bodybuilding:
n

Traveled the globe as a member of Team USA

n

Placed second in his weight class at the “Silver and Black
Muscle Classic” sponsored by the NFL’s Oakland Raiders

n

Won the 2003 World Natural Bodybuilding Championships

n

Took third place in his division at the 2004 Natural Olympia

n

Secured an exclusive endorsement deal with vegan
supplement company Health Force Nutritionals

n

Co-producer of bodybuilding Web site:
www.veganmusclepower.com

FARM

Kenneth was then a physical trainer
at Gold’s Gym, and when he told his
fellow weightlifters about his decision
to go meatless, he was met with friendly
derision and disbelief.
No one could be a successful bodybuilder
eating only plants, they said, and Kenneth had
no argument to counter their claims, as he was
heading into uncharted territory and there
were no roadmaps to guide him on his journey.
However, just weeks later, by fate Kenneth met
his future wife Evelyn, a student of nutritional
science, and the two soul mates set out to prove
the naysayers wrong.
Just months later, Dr. Elliot Katz, founder
and president of the pioneering animal rights
organization In Defense of Animals (IDA),
decided to track down rumors of a vegan
bodybuilder in the Bay Area, and after diligent
searching finally found Kenneth pumping iron
with his buff beefcake buddies. The partnership
between the veteran animal advocate and the
bodybuilder who refused to eat meat quickly
blossomed, and Katz invited Kenneth to make
a name for himself in the movement as the
organization’s Vegan Campaign Coordinator
and Spokesperson. In this position, Kenneth
started down his path of bringing a message of
hope and peace to the world.
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Left: Kenneth becomes the poster model and coordinator for the first World GO VEGAN
Days, an international campaign started In Defense of Animals (IDA) to promote the
health, ethical and environmental benefits of a meatless lifestyle. This popular poster
continues to be a best-selling promotional product, with thousands of copies distributed
around the globe.
Above: Kenneth makes his debut as the spokesperson for IDA’s Vegan Campaign, gracing
the cover of the Spring 2005 issue of the organization’s quarterly magazine.
Far right: Kenneth with IDA president Dr. Elliot Katz and wife Evelyn at the annual Guardian Awards ceremony, where he was among several distinguished presenters.

Kenneth has been profiled in numerous prominent international publications. VegNews, the
preeminent vegetarian lifestyle magazine in North America, put his photo on the cover of the
January 2006 issue, and named him one of the world’s top 15 professional vegan athletes who
are redefining health and fitness. Most recently, prestigious alternative media magazine Mother
Jones published a two-page feature about Kenneth that was part of a series of centerpiece
articles that also included best-selling food justice author Michael Pollan.

Career Highlights
Media Publicity:
n Profiled in major national and regional newspapers, including The Wall Street Journal, San Francisco

Business Times, and The Marin Independent Journal
n

Featured in international magazines, such as Mother Jones, Satya, VegNews, Organic Athlete, Healthy
NYC, and the Spanish-language publication Vegetarianos

n

Radio interviews with Vegan Radio, Animal Voices and Go Vegan Radio

Recent promotions for World GO VEGAN Days
included billboards in major cities such as
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Chicago, as well as an international mailing
of glossy postcards.
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Kenneth has been profiled in numerous
prominent international publications.
VegNews, the preeminent vegetarian
lifestyle magazine in North America, put
his photo on the cover of the January 2006
issue, and named him one of the world’s
top 15 professional vegan athletes who
are redefining health and fitness. Most
recently, prestigious alternative media
magazine Mother Jones published a twopage feature about Kenneth that was part
of a series of centerpiece articles that also
included best-selling food justice author
Michael Pollan.
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Myth: Vegans are Wimps

Pumped Up!
The Satya Interview with Kenneth G. Williams
All right you non-believers,
renowned vegan bodybuilder
Kenneth G. Williams is
stunning proof that vegans not
only get enough protein, but
that it is possible to build
muscle on a vegan diet.
Although initially ridicule
d by his gym buddies, after
placing third in the most
prestigious natural bodybuilding award at the November
2004 Las Vegas Natural
Olympia, Kenneth most
certainly got the last laugh.
In addition to bodybuilding, Kenneth
is deemed Mr. In Defense of Animals
(IDA) and acts as their Vegan Campaigner. When not posing for IDA’s
eye-catching “Go Vegan and No Body
Gets Hurt” ads, Kenneth campaigns
for IDA’s national Go Vegan Days,
works with CHOICE (Citizens for
Healthy Options in Children’s Education) and hosts Undercover TV, a
show exposing the truth of animal
abuse. On top of his full schedule,
Kenneth is in training for the 2006
Natural Olympia.
Before his workout, Kenneth G. Williams took some time to speak with
Maureen C. Wyse about commitment
to animals and his sweet tooth.
First off, when and why did
you go veg?
I went vegan about six years ago. It
was more of a spiritual calling for
me. I got up early one morning to
get some chicken, rice and salad. I
looked at my chicken and something

Kenneth G. Williams
hit me—I saw death. So, I scraped it
off my plate, ate my rice and salad
and went back to bed. Later, I woke
up crying and I didn’t know why.
And then it hit me—it was humility.
And with the humility, responsibility kicked in. Now I see that my road
is to let people know it is okay to be
strong, compassionate and vegan.
How did that affect your
bodybuilding?
When I decided to be a vegan bodybuilder my workout friends kind of
laughed at me saying, “You can’t do
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that diet!” I told my wife, a holistic health teacher, the guys said I
couldn’t build muscle on a vegan
diet, and we got busy on some vegan
foods. I just feel better in general. My
recovery time got quicker. I sleep less.
I’m more alert. And knowing that I
don’t have to kill anything to eat is
like going through different levels to
get to the ultimate plane.
You recently generated a lot of attention after winning third place in
the 2004 Natural Olympia, with over
200 other competitors, that a vegan

Bodybuilder
puts a new
face on
veganism
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Kenneth’s notoriety was
bolstered by publicity in
important animal advocacy periodicals, including
Satya, American Vegan
and Brazilian magazine
Vegetarianos. Kenneth
has also broken through
in the mainstream with
coverage in the Marin
Independent Journal and
the L.A. Watts Times.

Rick Polito
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After Kenneth left California for
the East Coast, he took a position
as the Assistant Vice President of
the American Vegan Society (AVS),
which was founded by legendary
activist Jay Dinshah in 1960 and is
one of the earliest and most
influential vegetarian advocacy
organizations in the U.S. During this
time, he also did contract work for
the Washington D.C.-based group
Physicians Committee for
Responsible Medicine (PCRM),
posing for photo layouts to be used
in the “Vegan Health” section of
their Web site.
Today, Kenneth’s future remains
wide open, as he seeks to take his
career to the next level by partnering
with socially responsible companies
seeking a standout spokesperson who
is poised on the verge of breakout
stardom.
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Left: Kenneth broke new ground as the first
corporate sponsor chosen to endorse a
product because of his distinction as a vegan
athlete. San Diego-based Vegan HealthForce
Nutritionals, which exclusively produces
fitness supplements that contain no animal
products, was the first company to recognize the significance that the vegan diet
increasingly represents to today’s conscious
consumers.

Career Highlights
Vegan Advocacy:
n

Vegan Spokesperson and Campaign Coordinator for In Defense of Animals (IDA), a non-profit
organization founded in 1983 and based in Marin County, California, from 2004-2006

n

Assistant Vice President of the American Vegan Society (AVS) from 2006-2007

n

Host of Undercover TV, an IDA project which became the most successful public-access animal
rights television program in U.S. history, airing on more than 50 stations nationwide.
Radio interviews with Vegan Radio, Animal Voices and Go Vegan Radio

n

Popular and highly sought after speaker on vegan issues at conferences, festivals, schools,
and colleges

n

Featured in magazine ads, public service announcements, documentaries (e.g., Veganize Me and
Sustainable Table), and billboards in metropolitan areas throughout the country

n

As a contract consultant for the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM), posed
for a photo spread to be used in the “Vegan Health” section of the organization’s Web site

Professional Goals

Top: Placards symbolizing
Kenneth’s connection to
other social change icons
such as Barack Obama and Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. were
posted around Washington,
D.C. during the presidential
inauguration.

Seeking endorsement deals with branded sports
equipment and clothing manufacturers for
“natural” product lines, vegan food and
nutritional supplement companies, and other
“green” promotional deals (e.g., hybrid and
electric vehicles, self-improvement programs,
health clubs, etc.)

Bottom left: Veg Facile, a
major vegetarian advocacy
organization in Italy,
arranged to display megaposters of Kenneth promoting
the advantages of a vegan
diet in bus kiosks and other
heavily-travelled urban
locations.

Become firmly established as a widely-recognized
“conscious athlete” who will be a valuable asset
to corporations that prioritize environmentallysustainable productivity and marketing

Bottom Right: Kenneth will be
a keynote speaker at “Their
Lives Our Voices”, a premier
three-day animal rights
conference being held in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 2009.

Motivate people to reconsider how their
consumer choices affect other people,
animals and the Earth

Kenneth is a role model and mentor for
youth who has the power to persuade
people to think more consciously about what
they eat and the lifestyle they choose.
He also influences people by working and
collaborating with his peers in the vegan
athletic community.
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“We all have the
potential to make this
a better world for
everyone.
I want to motivate
people to reconsider
how their consumer
choices affect other
people, animals, and
the Earth...”

www.veganmusclepower.com

contact: kenneth@veganmusclepower.com

